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THE REPEATED MORPHCONSTRAINT:TOWARDAN
EXPLANATION
LISE MENN

BRIAN MACWHINNEY

Boston University

Carnegie-Mellon University

Many languagesuse haplology,suppletion,and the blockingof derivationsto achieve
avoidanceof 'accidental'repetitionof surfacemorphs.At the sametime, manylanguages
permitaccidentalrepetitionand even encourage'deliberate'repetitionthroughreduplication. Strong universal constraintsagainst morph repetitionthereforefail. This furthermoreimplies the inadequacyof accounts of morphologicalprocesses in terms of
matchingtemplates or schemas. We present a psycholinguisticprocessingmodel built
on evidence from languageacquisition,and drawingon activationtheory, which affords
a unificationof the linguisticdata while allowingfor their variety.
INTRODUCTION

1. The existence of a general, yet violable, constraint against 'accidental'
repetition of a morph has received extensive discussion in recent work on
morphology (Dressier 1977, George 1980, Linell 1976, Radford 1977, Stemberger 1981, Zwicky 1969, 1982, Zwicky & Pullum 1983).' The languages of
the world frequently show evidence of conspiracies to avoid the 'accidental'
repetitionof phoneme stringsacross morphs.These conspiraciesare intriguing,
since many languages also use the contrary strategy of reduplication-which
deliberatelyrepeats materialwithin morphs (Moravcsik 1977, Wilbur 1973)in
order to mark certain grammaticalcontrasts, achieve emphasis, and express
relationsiconically. Thus we see languagesformallysanctioningthe 'deliberate'
repetitionof all or partof a morph,even while going out of theirway to prohibit
'accidental' repetition.
We will argue that a proper account of the prohibitionagainst accidental
repetitionfollows fromthree claims:(a) thataccidentalmorphrepetitioncreates
some inconvenience for languageprocessing; (b) that the set of logically possible responses to this inconveniencecan be orderedwith respect to the amount
of informationthat each requires the productionmechanismto consider; and
(c) that each language's choice of a response to this inconvenience is part of
the grammarof that language. The resultingaccount of the prohibitionof accidental repetition displays the roles both of psycholinguisticconstructs (processing mechanisms)and of purely linguistic constructs (grammaticalrules).
'Many colleagues have contributedinformationfrom languageswith which they are familiar
and/or directed us to publishedand unpublishedsources. Special thanksgo to Joan Bybee, Joe
Stemberger,and Arnold Zwicky for sharingtheir work in progress, and to Ken Hale and Nick
Clements who kept us from makingsome prematuregeneralizations.Our gratitudealso to Jean
Aitchison,SuzanneBoyce, Hans Hock, LarryHyman,JudyKlavans,CharlesKisseberth,Gabriele
Miceli, StephenMenn,JerryMorgan,MartinMould,QuentinPizzini,CliftonPye, MatthewRispoli,
Cecilia Rojas, Ron Schaefer, and Engin Sezer. An earlierversion of this paperwas presentedat
the Second InternationalCongress for Studies in Child Language,held in Vancouver, B.C., in
August 1981,and appearsin vol. 2 of the proceedingsof thatconference.This workwas supported
in part by NIMH Grantno. MH 31160-02.
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Our model is derived from MacWhinney's 1978 work on the acquisition of
morphophonology. A central aspect of his model is the claim that, when a
message requires an inflected or derived form, it is sometimes retrieved from
the lexicon as an unmarked base form, but at other times is retrieved with the
needed morphological markers already present. (By 'lexicon', we mean the
'mental lexicon', the collection of stored phonological information upon which
the speaker draws in the production of a word; this should not be identified
with the lexicon proposed by any particular theory of phonology or syntax.)
This dual system for production of inflections requires a process which
checks for the presence of inflectional markers in the output to the early levels
of the articulatory mechanism. In MacWhinney's model, this process is called
'affix-checking'. The psychological justification for the assumption that morphological markers are sometimes added during production is primarily based
on 'slip of the tongue' and aphasic errors (Fromkin 1971, Garrett 1982, Menn
et al. 1982), in which inflectional morphemes appear to be part of the grammatical framework of the sentence, whereas lexical items are retrieved separately and then fitted into that framework. The claim that morphologically
marked forms may also be retrieved 'whole', and that affix-checking is required, is justified by the fact that these statements, taken together, can account
for a variety of over-marking and under-marking phenomena in child language
acquisition. These include the fact that irregular forms which 'sound as if they
carry a regular inflection' tend to be acquired earlier than irregular forms which
do not end in the same sounds as the regular inflectional morpheme in question.
These acquisition phenomena, when interpreted according to our model, yield
the adult pattern as an eventual developmental endpoint. We offer the whole
enterprise as an example of how psycholinguistic considerations can strengthen
the bridge between developmental and adult linguistics.
1.1. OVERVIEW
OFTHEMORPHOLOGICAL
DATA.AS noted by Zwicky 1969, a
can
use
three
grammar
morphological strategies to eliminate accidental repetition of a morph or part of a morph: deletion or non-addition (haplology),
avoidance (blocking of derivation), and suppletion. The operation of purely
phonological rules may also 'fortuitously' preclude the appearance of certain
potential sequences of identical (or near-identical) morphs. Finally, the language may simply allow some such sequences to occur. This indicates that the
processing difficulty which we have postulated as a explanation for these grammatical irregularities is not insurmountable.
1.2. PREVIOUSACCOUNTS.
Linell (21) proposes an account of haplology
which is based on the assumption that adult speakers are using templates or
schemas rather than morphological rules:
'there is plenty of evidence that languages strive for matching certain canonical [surface]
patterns for the various morphological categories rather than deriving the forms by simply
adding some invariant material to the input forms of the corresponding morphological operations.'

The usefulness of such schemas in accounting for patterns of acquisition of
English vowel-changing past tenses has been demonstrated by Bybee & Slobin
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1982;however, we will show that a schema-basedmodel can account only for
part of the observed affixationbehavior of childrenand adults.
Our analysis is somewhat closer in spirit to that of Stemberger 1982; we
propose a specific process model for the operation of what he calls 'ambimorphemicness', but with a different explanatory basis.2 The notions of
schema, template, and ambimorphemicrepresentationcan all be expressed in
a model that also explicitly represents rules and item-specificlearning.
It might be arguedthat all the phenomenahere can be unified linguistically,
since the rules are motivated by the output constraint,even though not determined by it. We argue, on the contrary, that to talk of the motivationof rules
is to talk psycholinguisticsin disguise. Rules cannot be motivated;only speakers can. Motivation of a rule, to the extent that we allow ourselves the metaphor, makes sense only as a diachronicnotion. It does so in two ways: in the
history of the language, and in the history of the individual'smastery of the
language.
In the historyof a language,the repeatedmorphconstraintmighthave played
a role at the time an allomorphywas being created:individualsmust then have
had choices between the forms to use, and the constraintcould have motivated
the choice made. Again, in the history of the individual, haplologized and
suppletive forms (like other irregularities)must be learned;but it is easier to
resist the tendency to over-regularizethem where the repeated morph constraintapplies, as will be seen below.
We note at the outset that MacWhinney'spsycholinguisticmodel is not economical in the sense requiredby most linguistictheorists, since it assumes that
many morphologically marked forms are entered in the lexicon and ALSO
derived in real time. But a psycholinguisticallycoherent account of linguistically incoherent data can be given by allowing this redundantformulation,
and this justifies our extra-grammaticalexplanationfor this weak grammatical
universal.
THE ADULT PATTERN

2. Let us look in detail at the ways thatlanguagesavoid accidentalrepetition.
In the data below, published sources are indicated in parentheses;the names
of colleagues who providedreferences or first-handdata are given in brackets.
2.1. OMISSIONhas two sub-cases: (a) non-addition or deletion of a morph

that 'accidentally'repeats the end of the precedingstem (stem-endhaplology),
and (b) merger of two sequential homophonous affixes into a single morph
(affix haplology). Examples of the first of these strategies are given below.
(1) Stem boundaryplus inflectionalaffix.
a. Spanish: pl. -es is omitted with nouns ending in unstressed vowel + s, e.g. lunes
'Monday(s)';obligatory(Linell, Stemberger,)[Pizzini, Rojas, Bybee].
b. Swedish: non-neuterdef. -en is omitted;obligatoryafter certain derived /Vn/ noun
endings, optionalin some instances, does not operate in still others (Linell, Stemberger).
2

Referencesto MacWhinney1974, 1978includereferencesto the review of the literaturefound
in those reports.
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c. Swedish: pl. -er, -ar are omittedwith stems endingin er, are; optional(Stemberger).
d. Swedish: verb pres. stem marker-r is omitted with verb stems endingin r; optional
(Linell, Stemberger).
e. Swedish: poss. -s is omitted with noun stems ending in s; obligatory(Linell, Stemberger).
f. Swedish:collective -s is omittedaftera noun(personalfamilyname)endingin s (Stemberger).
g. Manchu:past participlemarker/-hV/ is omitted with stems endingin /hV/; optional
in some cases, obligatoryin others (Stemberger).
h. Old Provengal:lsg. -i is omitted after 2nd conj. perf. indic. stems with stem vowel
-i- (Platt 1981).
i. English:Latin0-markedpluralis preservedin species; varioustreatmentsof other sfinal Latin or Greek loanwords, e.g. series; parenthesis, analysis; cyclops, biceps

(Stemberger).
j. Mono (may be an isolated instance); 'with my left hand' is /i-tiohinawa/from /i/
'my' + /tiohi/ 'left' + /nawa/ 'side' + /wa/ 'with' [Stemberger].
(2) Stem boundaryplus clitic.
English:poss. /s, z, az/ is omittedaftercertainsibilant-finalnames(see also 7b, below);
optional.
(3) Stem boundaryplus derivationalaffix.
a. Russian: stems (proper names?) ending in fossilized gen. pl. -ov + verb-deriving
-ovat' yield -ovat' insteadof expected -ovovat'; obligatory(Aronoff 1974).
b. German:in noun stem-end er + agentive -er, omission occurs only when another
derivationalmorpheme,e.g. the feminine, follows the agentive; native speakers
disagreeabout particularinstances (Dressler,)[Hock].
c. German:noundenotingphysicalsubstancewith nounstem in -en + adjective-forming
-en, denotingcompositionby that substance,dropthe stem -en, e.g. Leinen 'linen',
leinen 'madeof linen'. This also happensto -en underpartialidentitywith the -ern
variantof the affix, e.g. Eisen 'iron', eisern 'madeof iron' (Dressler).
d. Albanian:in numbernames, stem-end te + ordinal-forming-te is reduced (Stemberger).
e. Avestan:/amrta/'immortal'+ /-tat-/nominalizerdropsthe duplicatedsegments,giving
/amrtat/'immortality'[Hock] (cf. Grammont1895).

The merger of two essentially identical affixes or clitic morphs into one
ambimorphemic form is probably an even more widespread linguistic phenomenon, operating regularly even in languages where there are no stem-end haplologies in the adult grammar. Data include the following:
(4) Two inflectionalprefixes.
a. Swahili: ku- 'past' neg. + ku-, infinitivemarkerfor monosyllabicstems; obligatory
[Mould].
b. ClassicalGreek:verb prefix('augment')past e- + e- 'perfect'on stems beginningwith
certain consonant clusters, the combinationmarkingpluperfectfor those verbs;
obligatory(Stemberger).
(5) Two inflectionalsuffixes.
a. English(realand nonce forms, experimentsby Stemberger):nounswith apparentfrozen prog. -ing, used as 0-derivedverbs, + progressive-ing; obligatory.
b. English: pl. -s repeated, e.g. Beatles + pl.; also lexicalized possessive followed by
plural,e.g. McDonald's;optional(Stemberger1981:794-5).
c. English(nonceforms, experimentsby Stemberger):lexicalizednounscontainingposs.
/s, z/, used as 0-derived verbs, + 3sg. pres. /-s, -z, -oz/, e.g. John McDonald'sit
at two McDonald's every night; obligatory.

d. Turkish:noun pl. /-IVr/ + pl. poss. /-IVr/;obligatory(Lewis 1975),[Boyce].
e. Turkish:/-sV/ 'possessed' is not repeatedin nested possessive constructions;obligatory (Lewis,) [Boyce].
f. NorthernPaiute:/-ki/ 'causative' + -ki/ 'benefactive';obligatory[Stemberger].
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(6) Prefixalinflectionafter clitic.
Luganda:prepositionmu 'in' + noun class prefix mu- [Mould].
(7) Suffixalinflectionbefore clitic.
a. MandarinChinese: perfective -le + particle le marking'new situation';obligatory
(Radford,citing Chao 1968).
b. English:regularpi. /--, -z, -az/ + possessive clitic of the same shape; obligatory.
(8) Inflectionalplus derivationalsuffix.
a. Swedish: agentive -er, -are + -er, -ar pl. (Stemberger).
b. Mandarin:adjective nominalizer-de + poss. -de (Stemberger,from Chao).
c. Sanskrit:'morphemeof the shape -ya' + instr. -ya (Stemberger,fromCardona1968).
(9) Two clitics.
a. Navajo:the locative clitic di (andothers)repeatedon complementizer,first with function in underlyinglower clause, then with functionin upperclause (Kaufman,see
below), [Hale].
b. French: definite article le in its usual function + le as markerof superlative,when
superlativestands before noun (Radford).
c. Polish: reflexive clitic sie requiredby verb of, e.g., mental state + sie requiredby
embeddedverb (Radford).
d. French:de partitive + de preposition'of'; obligatory(Stemberger,Radford).
e. Japanese:to 'with' when iteratedin nested constructions(but the sequence to to ga
'is reinterpretedas to toga and comes to be regardedas a sequenceof two different
particles'(Kuno 1973).
(10) Free grammaticalmorphemeplus clitic.
Japanese:pronounno 'one' + enclitic no possessive marker(Radford,Kuno).
(11) Two free grammaticalmorphemes.
a. Spanish:repetitionof complementizerque; some exceptions?[Pizzini].
b. Swedish: repetitionof som 'like, as, that' (Radford).
c. French: sequence of que comparative + que complementizer (Radford).

(12) Two derivationalaffixes.
a. English: adjective-forming-ly + adverb-forming-ly with nouns denotingperiods of
time (Zwicky & Pullum).
b. Russian: adjective-forming-sk, fixed in place names, + -sk- denotinginhabitantof
geographicalarea (Aronoff).

To expand on some of the above data, note that English (7b, above) can
mark both genitive and pluralwith identical sibilant morphs, so we have this
distributionalparadigm:
(13)

PL.

GEN. PL.

SG.

GEN. SG.

girl
wo

girllzl (*girl/zaz/)
girllzl
girlzl
w
womanz
nwomn en/z
omanz

Here the gen. pl. of girl bears only a single case/numbermarker,while that of
woman bears two.
Two parallelexamples of affix haplologymay be takenfromTurkish,in which
a suffix occurs on the word denoting a thing possessed. Thus kitab is 'book';
'his book' is kitab+?i. If an object is possessed by more than one owner, pl.
-lar, -ler is inserted: 'their book' is kitab + lar + i.

The same -lar, -ler (depending on vowel harmony) also indicates a plural
number of objects: 'books' is kitab+lar, and 'his books' is again kitablari.
According to this pattern, one would expect that 'their books' would require
two plural markers;but kitablari, rather than *kitablarlari,is used for 'their
books' as well as for 'his books' and 'their book'. In other words, when two
instances of lar are called for, they are merged into a single surface morph.
Another Turkishexample: if nested possession occurs, the two 'possessed'
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markerscannot appearon the same word. That is, one cannotget reduplication
of the -si allomorphof the 3sg. 'possessed' suffix:
(14) Ankara lisesi 'Ankara lyc6e-of' (Ankara lyc6e)

kiz lisesi 'girls lycee-of' (girls' lyc6e)
Ankaraktz lisesi 'Ankara(girls lycee-of)-of' (Ankaragirls' lyc6e)

We do not find *Ankaraktz lisesisi. In effect, the two occurrences of poss.
-si, expected from the paradigm,are merged.
A fourth example of haplology comes from Navajo, where, as Kaufman
(1974:522-3) has shown, a clitic-raisingrule is involved in the formation of
embedded clauses. Consider these sentences:
(15) Jdan
John

deeydhi-g6o
3.go.coMP-to

adeesbqs
l.F.drive

nisin.
l.want

'I want to drive to where John is going.'
(16) Dd'dk'eh-g66

adeesbqs.

field-to
l.F.drive
'I will drive to the field.'

In 15, a locative clitic go6, which originates in the underlyinglower clause
'John is going there', moves up and attaches to a complementizer,yieldingthe
form translated'where'. However, there is also a source for g6o in the upper
clause, as may be seen in 16; yet only one -goo appearson the surface. Functions other than location are also markedby clitics, and many combinations
of two clitics, one from the main-clause verb and one from the embedded
sentence, are permitted, but when two clitics appear, they must be different.
Kaufmanformulatesthe rule explicitly: 'Whenthere are two identicaladjacent
clitics, delete one.'
Aronoffnotes a case (fromIsacenko 1972)whereRussianneatlydistinguishes
stem-end repetition, which it allows, from affix repetition, which is not permitted for the affix in question. From the nationalityname bask 'Basque', the
adjective baskskiis formedregularly;however, the city name Tomskis derived
from the river Tom, and the adjective meaning'pertainingto Tomsk' is tomski,
not *tomskski.Dressler 1977 cites the attempt of Grammontto deal with this
phenomenonin phonologicalterms, as 'syllabicsuperposition'-a notionwhich
anticipates Stemberger'sambimorphemicmerger, though on a lower level.
2.2. AVOIDANCE
is another strategy for eliminationof accidental repetition
of segment strings. English adverb formationprovides a well-knownexample.
The suffix -ly, which regularlyforms adverbsfrom adjectives, cannot be used
after the -ly which forms adjectives from nouns; indeed, it cannot be used even
if the adjective in -ly has no noun as its base:
(17) man

boy

manly

*manlily

boyish boyishly
likely *likelily

ugly

*uglily

pretty
prettily
probable probably

For many speakers, the non-existence of forms such as *likelilyforces them
to use synonyms, or to avoid sentences in which they might occur. However,
many speakers use likely as an adverb, as in She will likely come tomorrow.

These speakers are using haplology, instead of circumlocutionswith words
such as probably; for them, the -ly of likely is ambimorphemic.Zwicky &
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Pullum show that some toleration of double -ly exists; they cite sillily, surlily,

and a few other cases under the heading of 'lily words'.
Full data are as follows:
(18) Stem boundaryplus inflectionalaffix: none found.
(19) Stem boundaryplus clitic.
English:poss. clitic /s, z, az/ is disfavoredand replacedby periphrasticposs. of with
sibilant-finalderived nouns, e.g. mathematics;optional.
(20) Stem boundaryplus derivationalaffix.
a. English:nouns endingin stringish + adjective-forming-ish; obligatory.
b. German:nouns endingin stringisch + adjective-forming-isch; obligatory(Dressler).
c. German:nouns ending in stringig + adjective-forming-ig; obligatory(Dressler).
d. German:same conditionsas 3c (Dressier).
(21) Two inflectionalaffixes.
English:sequence of verbs both endingwith the presentprogressive-ing, undercomplex circumstances;note that these are non-adjacent!(Ross 1972).
(22) Inflectionalaffix plus clitic: none found.
(23) Inflectionalplus derivationalaffix: none found.
(24) Two clitics.
a. French:repeatednon-nominativeclitics blocked as partof a more generalconstraint
on clitic sequences (Perlmutter1970).
b. Spanish:some repeatedclitics blocked as part of a more generalconstrainton clitic
sequences (Perlmutter).
c. Pashto: sequences of identicalpronominaland/ormodalclitics /de/, /me/, lam/, /mo/,
/ye/; suppletionand phonologicaltreatmentsof lam/, /mo/ in variouscircumstances
(Tegey 1975,)[Kisseberth].
(25) Free grammaticalmorphemeplus clitic.
Turkish(exampledisputedby ourTurkishconsultant,EnginSezer;trueat some time?):
pronounsiz 'you' plus enclitic prepositionsiz 'without'(Lewis).
(26) Two free grammaticalmorphemes.
a. English: sequences of who who, which which, e.g. interrogative+ relative (Zwicky
& Pullum).
b. English:some sequences of more more (Radford).
c. English:sequences of on on and other repeatedprepositions(Radford).
(27) Two derivationalprefixes.
English:un- cannotbe attachedto a wordalreadybeginningwith thatprefix(Aitchison
& Bailey 1979).
(28) Two derivationalsuffixes.
English: adjective-forming-ly + adverb-forming-ly; derivationis blocked, with few
exceptions (Zwicky & Pullum).

(29) Lexical morphemeplus grammaticalfree morpheme.
French:aller 'futuretense marker'and aller 'to go' are not usedjust in case the stem
allomorphsare the same; this verb has suppletionwithinits paradigmin both these
grammaticalfunctions(Zwicky & Pullum).

is still another solution to the accidentalduplicationprob2.3. SUPPLETION
lem. This occurs with clitic allomorphylike the Spanish 'spuriousse' rule (cf.
Perlmutter),which is usually described as changingto se the first clitic in the
sequence *le lo (and the other possible sequences where a dative 3rd person
clitic is followed by an accusative 3rd person clitic). Repetitionof the clitic is
not complete in these sequences, but all the morphsinvolved are monosyllables
beginningwith 1.
Full data are as follows:
(30) Stem boundaryplus inflectionalprefix.
Tswana:/ke-/ becomes /ng-/ before stems beginningwith /k/ (Cole 1955).
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(31) Stem boundaryplus inflectionalsuffix.
a. Hungarian:/-Vs/ becomes /-VI/for noun stems endingin /Vs/.
b. Turkish:passive /-VI/ is replacedby reflexive/-Vn/ when a verb stem ends in /1/OR a
vowel (Lewis).
(32) Stem boundaryplus clitic: none found.
(33) Stem boundaryplus derivationalaffix.
a. Latin: after noun stem containing1, the adjective-forming-alis is replacedby -aris,
with some exceptions(aes 'bronze',gen. aeris, adj.aeraris)(Watkins1970;actually,
this is not a 'boundary'example, since the I may appearanywherein the stem).
b. German:after a noun stem ending in 1, or containingthis segment toward the end
of the word, the diminutiveaffix -chen is used instead of -lein; some exceptions
(Dressler).
(34) Two inflectionalprefixes.
Tswana:Isg. subject/ke-/ beforemoodprefix/ka-/is replacedby /ng-/;cf. ex. 30 (Cole).
(35) Two inflectionalsuffixes.
a. Ngarluma:when accusative /-ku/ is repeated(it is attachedto all words in a relative
clause whichmodifiesan accusativenoun),the firstacc. /-ku/ORacc. /-yi/ is replaced
by /-kapu/[Hale,] (see below).
b. Swedish: in neuter pl. -n + neuterdef. pl. -en, the -en is replacedby -a; obligatory
(Stemberger).
(36) Inflectionalaffix plus clitic.
Aghem:the associativeproclitic,usedto marka possessiverelationbetweentwo nouns,
is essentiallythe same as the class prefixof the first (possessed)noun. If both nouns
are of class 7, /ki/ + /ki-/ is replacedobligatorilyby /ka/; if both are of class 4 or 5,
/l/ + //l becomes /ze/; if both are of class 2 or 6, /i/ + /a/ is replacedby /ghl/ under
certain conditions. Similarreplacementsare found with some other combinations,
e.g. /e/ + /l/ becomes /za/. Cf. ex. 48, below, for tolerance of repetitionin this
construction(Hyman 1979).
(37) Inflectionalplus derivationalaffix: none found.
(38) Two clitics.
a. Spanish (spuriousse rule): a sequence of indirectand direct object 3rd person proclitics, le lo etc., becomes se lo. Obligatory:reportedto have an omission variant
(Perlmutter).
b. Italian:the 2pl. procliticand the locative procliticboth have alternatingforms ci, vi;
if both morphemesare present, the surfacemorphsequence is ci vi [Miceli].
c. Serbo-Croatian:the 3rdpersonfem. acc. procliticje,beforethe 3sg. formof pasttense
auxiliaryje, becomesju (Radford,)[S. Menn].
d. Italian:the 3rd person dative proclitics lo, la become glie before accusative clitics
beginningwith / (Radford,)[Miceli].
e. Tagalog:sequence of procliticsko + ka is replacedby suppletiveform kita (Zwicky
1982,from Schachter 1974).
f. Rumanian: 3pl. non-reflexive dative proclitic le -~ i becomes ii -- i when followed by

the 3pl. non-reflexivefem. acc. procliticli (Radford).
g. Albanian:ind. obj. pron. i + dir. obj. pron. i becomes /jau/ [Morgan].
h. Pashto (western/literary):sequence of lsg. clitics */mo mo/ becomes /am mo/ (Tegey
1975).

(39) Free grammaticalmorphemeplus clitic: none found.
(40) Two free grammaticalmorphemes.
German:two comparativemorphemesals become sequence denn als (Radford).
(41) Two derivationalaffixes.
a. French (rule more general then needed to preventrepetition):adverb-forming-ment
is not addedto participialadjectivesin -ant, but to an alternativestem in -a- or other
alternativestems [S. Menn].
b. Turkish:the causative suffix has two forms, /-dVr/and /-t/; in double causativeconstructions,one of each form is used (Lewis).
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(42) Lexical morphemeplus grammaticalfree morpheme.
Italian:local superlativeconstruction,as in il miglioretra N 'the best amongN', becomes il migliore fra tre when N is 'three' (*il migliore tra tre) [Miceli].

The alternationsin Italian between clitics ci and vi, and in Serbo-Croatian
between clitics je and ju, are similarto the Spanish case. These alternations
are conditioned by the presence of an identicalclitic in the same phonological
word, and the suppletiveform is used in precisely those instanceswhere morph
reduplicationwould occur.
However, in some cases suppletionapplies more generally,blocking morph
repetition and also applying to cases where repetition could not occur. An
example of such broad-brushsuppletion comes from an Australianlanguage
described to us by Ken Hale. In Ngarluma, if a relative clause modifies the
object of the upper sentence, every word in the relative clause must bear the
accusative marker/-ku/. However, if a word in the embedded sentence is alreadyan object, it does not get two /-ku/markers.Instead,a differentallomorph
of the accusative marker, /-kapu/, is attached to the word; then the /-ku/ is
added to it and to all the other words in the embeddedsentence. For example,
/mangkurla/is 'child'. In 'The dog bit the child', 'child' appearsas /mangkurlaku/; but if this sentence is embedded, as in 'I saw the dog that bit the child',
But only words of at least three
then 'child' appears as /mangkurla-kapu-ku/.
an
accusative
take
/-ku/
as
marker; shorter words, e.g. /-warlu/
syllables
if
is embedded, as in 'I saw the dog
'snake'
take
'snake',
/-yi/. Nevertheless,
that bit the snake', it appears with the special /-kapu/form: /warlu-kapu-ku/,
not */warlu-yi-ku/.Finally, note that /-ku/ can be added to other morphemes
without changingthem. For example, there is a locative agent suffix /-la/, and
if /mangkurla-la/is in a relative clause modifyingan object, it will appear as
/mangkurla-la-ku/.
Hungarianprovides a slightlydifferentillustrationof a suppletivealternation
that applies to a broaderclass of cases thanwould be necessary to avoid morph
repetition.The 2sg. pres. indef. indic. suffix-asz, -esz, -sz has a set of suppletive
allomorphs-ol, -el, -61 which are used when a verb stem ends in a sibilant;
thus *masz+-asz is replaced by mdszol 'you climb'. Again, -ol- is used to
convert *olvasasz into olvasol 'you read', where the repetition would have
been only approximate.
Data from Pashto (which are challengingto clitic theory on several counts;
see Tegey 1975, 1977) show a borderlinearea where the distinction between
strategies of avoidance and suppletionturns on the definitionof 'allomorph'.
Blocked repetitive clitic sequences of two personal pronounsare replaced by
locutions which, Tegey states (1975:164),'utilize the strong pronounand one
clitic ratherthan two clitics'. For example, we would expect
(43) */wror me me wahi/ 'My brotheris hittingme.'
brother2sg. lsg. hits

But /wror me mA wahi/ is used instead, /mA/ being a strong form of the lsg.
pronoun.This could be called a case of avoidance(followedby circumlocution)
if the clitic pro-form/me/ and its correspondingstrongform/mA/ are considered
separate lexical items, but it is suppletionif the forms are allomorphs.
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TOLERANCE OF REPEATED MORPHS

3. Tolerance of repetition, of course, is the 'regular' case: each morpheme
of an underlying sequence is marked on the surface by a morph, regardless of
the phonetic shapes involved. If a grammar valued surface transparency above
all else, this would be the norm. Examples follow:
(44) Stem boundaryplus inflection
a. Swedish: neuter stems ending in en occur with def. pl. -en (Stemberger).
b. English:most nouns ending in /as/ take pluralin /-az/.
(45) Stem boundaryplus clitic: none found.
(46) Stem boundaryplus derivationalaffix.
Shona: stem ending in /er/ allows appliedsuffix /-er/ (Fortune 1960,)[Kisseberth].
(47) Two inflectionalaffixes.
a. Swahili: 3pl. subject marker and 3pl. object marker wa- (Zwicky & Pullum,)
[Clements].
b. Choctaw:active voice /-li/ + lsg. /-li/ (Stemberger,from Nicklas 1972).
(48) Inflectionalprefix plus clitic.
Aghem: when associative markeroccurs with class prefix, as explained in ex. 36,
repetitionis toleratedfor class 3 /61 + /6/, class 9 /ti/ + /ti/, class 10 /fi/ + /fi/, and
sometimes for repetitionof class 2 or 6 /a/ + /a/ (Hyman).
(49) Inflectionalsuffix plus clitic.
a. Turkish:past tense /-mVs/ + dubitative/mVs/ (Radford,)[Sezer].
b. English:lexicalized pl. /-s, -z, -az/, e.g. headquarters,+ cliticizedcopula/-s, -z, -az/
(Stemberger).
(50) Inflectionalplus derivationalprefix.
Tswana:reflexive /i-/ repeated;consideredas derivational+ inflectionalbecause it is
reportedonly for cases where the reflexiveformof the verb has a meaningnot fully
predictablefrom that of the unmarkedform (Cole).
(51) Two clitics.
a. French:subjectandreflexive lpl. or 2pl. procliticsequencesnous nous and vous vous.
b. Albanian:comparativete + 2sg. te [Morgan].
c. English:lexicalizedpossessive /-s, -z, -az/ + cliticizedcopula/-s, -z, -az/ (Stemberger).
(52) Free grammaticalmorphemeplus clitic.
Turkish(see ex. 25): siz 'you' + siz 'without'[Sezer].
(53) Two free grammaticalmorphemes.
a. German:fem. def. articledie is followed by fem. rel. pronoundie (Zwicky& Pullum).
b. Quiche Mayan:/le:/ demonstrative'that' is repeated;possibly an intensifyinguse =
'that there' [Pye].
c. Tiv: identicaldirect and indirectobject pronounsmay occur in sequence, e.g. /i/ +
/i/, /un/ + /un/ (Abraham1940).
(54) Two derivationalmorphemes.
English:exceptions to the -ly + -ly cases cited, e.g. sillily (Zwicky & Pullum).

We may also list here preclusion of repetition because of general phonological
rules, as in the following cases:
(55) Phonologicalconspiracyhappensto affect shape of derivationalaffix.
Japanese:the causativesuffixis -(s)as(a), butonly threeallomorphsexist, since various
rules precludethe potentialform *-sasa [Rispoli].
(56) Phonologicalrule happensto affect shape of clitic morph.
Pashto:the clitic sequence */amam/ is re-syllabifiedby generalruleto /a mam/(Tegey
1975).

For stem-end duplications, as in exx. 44-46, tolerance of repetition is probably the norm, so much so that it is not even mentioned by grammars; thus a
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survey which would satisfy the criteria of Bell 1978 (cf. Comrie 1981) is impossible to carry out. For the two-affix and clitic examples, however (exx. 4754), we do not even have a guess as to what might be the usual outcome of
the conflict between regularity/transparency, on one hand, and the repeated
morph constraint on the other. French permits nous nous and vous vous in
reflexives; Swahili permits the 3pl. subject and object agreement markers, both
wa, to appear in sequence on a verb; and, as noted above, some English speakers see nothing peculiar about sillily.
We are willing to make only one hypothesis on the basis of the observed
distribution of strategies: Avoidance is probably too expensive a strategy for
inflectional morphology, and for most cliticization rules. (Recall that the Pashto
case of blocking in cliticization, cited above, is on the borderline of suppletion.)
This claim assumes that most languages call on inflection and clitics much more
frequently than they call on derivation, so that the actual real-time inconvenience of stumbling into blocked forms is less tolerable for inflectional morphology than for derivational morphology. By this reasoning, if some derivational affixation process should happen to be very active in a particular
language, one would not expect avoidance of accidental repetition for that
process-but rather haplology, suppletion, or tolerance.
To summarize, strong grounds exist for claiming that there is a general output
constraint which tends to prohibit sequences of phonologically identical
morphs. Since violations of the constraint certainly exist, the proposed constraint is properly referred to as a weak morphological universal. We will call
it the 'repeated morph constraint', which can be expressed formally as follows:
(57) *XY, where X and Y are adjacent surface strings such that both could be interpreted as
manifesting the same underlying morpheme through regular phonological rules, and where
either
(a) X and Y are both affixes, or
(b) either X or Y is an affix, and the other is a (proper subpart of a) stem.
MORPHOLOGICAL PROBLEMS IN LANGUAGE ACQUISITION

4. In this section, we will examine problematic phenomena in the acquisition
of morphology. Primarily they involve morphological over-marking and undermarking, and they are set against the extremely strong evidence for an analytic
morphology which is provided by children's universal tendency to (over-)regularize morphological markings. Most of these phenomena seem to favor a
holistic template-matching view of affixation, but one appears to fit in with the
analytic, 'bead-stringing' model. The goal is to reconcile these apparent opposites.
4.1. LATE ACQUISITIONOF 'SHWA-INSERT'
AFFIXES(in English, and similar
phenomena in other languages). The regular syllabic plural and past allomorphs
/-az, -ad/ are commonly omitted in the early stages of acquisition of the plural
and past tense morphemes: kiss is used for both singular and plural of the noun,
paste for both present and past of the verb. This is contrary to children's general
avoidance of zero morphological marking on semantically marked categories
(Slobin 1973, Universal E2). In experimental work, investigators have noted
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the late appearanceof regularplural markingon such nonsense words as niz
and tass (e.g. Berko 1958, Derwing & Baker 1979, Solomon 1972);and they
have suggested that the /-az/ is omitted because these stems alreadysound like
pluralsto children. Bybee & Slobin 1982, Kuczaj 1977, 1978, Maratsos& Kuczaj 1978, and Slobin 1971all present similaranalyses for the late acquisition
of the syllabic form of the English past tense.
Furtherevidence comes from other languages. In German,childrentend to
omit plural suffixes from words that already 'appear'to end in plural affixes
(e.g. Hammer, Pfeife, and Glas in MacWhinney 1978, and the experimental
nonce form Findin in Walter 1975).Reger 1975notes the absence of Hungarian
acc. -et from words whose stems end in t. In French, Guillaume 1927 gives
examples of overt self-corrections based on this process (see MacWhinney
1978:75).Furthermore,MacWhinney 1983a shows that this phenomenoncan
be captured within the context of a miniaturelinguistic system experiment.
Here children learning a small artificial language avoided production of inflected forms like pugonone /pogownown/ (from pugone /pagown/ + -one

/-own/); they used stem forms, e.g. pugone /pagown/, instead. Evidently, this
was because the childrendetected the apparentpresence of the suffix -one in
the base pugone.
4.2. ACCEPTANCE
OF 'PARTIALREGULARITY'.English-speaking children ap-

pear to respond to stem-final/t ~ d/ in verbs as a potentialpast tense marker;
pre-school-age children show less over-regularizationof irregularpast tenses
of verbs whose present or past tense ends in a dentalstop (hitted,feeled, felted)
than of those whose past and presenttense formsdo not end in dentals(sanged,
camed, ranned) (Bybee & Slobin 1982, Kuczaj 1977, 1978,Maratsos& Kuczaj
1978, MacWhinney1978).3Note, however, that an exception to this patternis
found by Bybee & Slobin: regularizationis common for those irregularforms
which change stem-final/d/ to /t/, e.g. send/sent.
Althoughthis phenomenonis obviously relatedto that of ?4.1, it is not quite
the same: ?4.1 concerns the unexpected lateness of a regularrule, but we are
now dealing with unexpected (and often temporary)early acquisitionof irregular forms. In the case of failure to produce hitted, one could argue that the
child using hit for past had not yet fully acquiredthe syllabic past allomorph
/-ad/, and one could offer a variety of explanationsfor this delay (frequency,
length, destressing etc.) However, in the case of the child's tendency to use
caught instead of regularizedcatched, the syllabic allomorphis not involved;
yet we find an early preferencefor the irregularcorrect form.
All the child and adult phenomenawhich we have discussed so far seem to
be straightforwardmatters of repetition avoidance; they can be modeled by
saying that, when morphologicalmarkingis added by a rule, affix-checking
takes place. This process looks to see if the markerin question was already
present when the form was retrievedfrom the lexicon. If the checking process
3 The exact paradigmatic/semantic status of the stem may also be a part of the frame specification
(Maratsos & Chalkley 1980).
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finds the marker 'already there', then the rule is blocked, and the form is
allowed to pass unmodified. Such a process would support the haplology solution in adults, while also encouraging children's erroneous omissions of regular affixes on some words, e.g. box (?4.1), and surprising acceptances of partial
regularities on others, e.g. felt. (We will have to postulate that affix-checking
is clumsy and inexact in the very young speaker, since all sibilant-final stems
in English, not just /s/ and /z/, are late in acquiring their plurals.)
4.3. INFREQUENCY OF INFLECTIONAL BACK-FORMATIONS. Children apparently
seldom (if ever) produce /ki/ as the singular of kiss, or the like. This requires
that the formulation of affix-checking not be modeled as a process of stem
extraction. Many of the reported cases of back-formation (cf. Leopold 1949)
are like the extraction of pant from pants, in that they start 'back' from a form
which could easily be construed as having a marker on semantic and syntactic
grounds. In Hungarian, which has very extensive possibilities for back-formation, MacWhinney (1974:359-60) reports only 13 cases of back-formations
in the entire Hungarian diary literature; of these, only six involve inflectional
morphology. In English, if past tense verb forms like hit or lent were being
analysed into stem + /t/, we would expect children to use forms like /hi/ or
/len/ in the present. But such forms have never been reported.
These data create considerable difficulty for a strictly analytic 'bead-stringing' view which equates affix analysis and learning with the process of word
production. But they are compatible with MacWhinney's model, in which affixchecking looks for string-final (or string-initial) materials that receive semantic
are required by meaning-without reference to the presence
activation-i.e.,
of a morpheme boundary between stem and affix. Thus it can operate on a
rote-learned marked form even before that particular form has been analysed
into stem + affix.

4.4. OCCASIONAL
AFFIXREPETITIONS.
Children who have begun to acquire
the shwa-insert affixes occasionally produce over-marked forms like duckses,
footses, feetses, or runded, as well as regularizations like bented and fishes
(Ervin 1964, Kuczaj 1978, MacWhinney 1982). MacWhinney 1974 cites 42 such
errors from Hungarian. In Spanish, similar errors, e.g. mamases 'mothers', are
common; in fact, a number of words with final stressed vowels take -ses rather
than the standard -es plural in the New Mexican Spanish dialect (Espinosa
1946).
Since we have placed so much emphasis on finding a device that automatically prevents affix repetition, these data present a challenge. If a process of
semantic checking for redundant expressions of content were a hard and fast
constraint, it is hard to imagine how duckses could be produced. Therefore the
process that looks for affix expression, and attempts to block redundancy, must
be a process that can fail and/or be overridden. We suggest that duckses and
hitted are the creations of an intermediate stage in the development of the
system within which this process operates-a stage in which the child has
learned that some apparently-marked stems (box, bend) are in fact not marked,
but has not yet straightened out which ones those are.
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MARKING FIRST OVEREXTENDED TO UNMARKED STEMS.

In comprehension

tests, three- and four-year-oldshave a tendency to rejectover-markingin forms
likefelled, but to accept regularizationerrorslikefalled; this was first reported
by Kuczaj 1977, 1978. However, five- and six-year-oldsdo not show this preference for falled over felled (Kuczaj 1978). At each age, children seem to
accept, in reception, errors that are similarto their own errors in production
(Butler Platt & MacWhinney1983).
THE DIALECTIC MODEL FOR THE ACQUISITION OF MORPHOLOGY.

5. The fundamentalprincipleunderlyingthe MacWhinneymodel is the notion of the dialectic. Childrenare seen as moving througha cycle which leads
in successive approximationstoward the adult grammar.They acquire some
forms 'whole' by memorizationor rote; they learn to produce others by morpheme combination;and they derive still others by analogywhen existing rules
fail to operate. That childrenmemorizetheirfirst inflectedforms is well known,
since irregularbut frequent inflected forms are among the first to be acquired
(Cazden 1968);being irregular,these are also lexical entries for the adult.
MacWhinneyhas further suggested (1978:20)that childrenprefer rote over
combinationeven when they know the inflection in question, and they prefer
combinationover analogy: i.e., rote, combination,and analogy were thought
to be ordered serially. However, MacWhinney1983a,bshows how the three
processes can operate in parallel,in a networkbased on the interactivespread
of activationin a 'competitionsystem'. Althoughseveral technicaldescriptions
of interactive activation have now been formulated,the details and the mathematics of these models need not concern us here. All we need for the current
analysis is an intuitive understandingof the process (cf. McClelland &
Rumelhart1981, Thibadeauet al. 1982, Anderson 1983).
The basic assumptionsare these:
(a) Resting level: All processing nodes have a restinglevel of activationthat
reflects item strength;the strongeritems are those which are used more frequently.
(b) Activation:Whenitems receive activationfromotheritems, they become
activated.
(c) Threshold:When the activation of an item reaches a certain threshold,
it begins to activate other items.
(d) Interactionof levels: Activation may spread top-down or bottom-up.
Figure 1 illustrates how such a system of parallelcompetitionwould work.
Semantics:

bug

Morphemes:

bugs

Segments:

+ plural]
bug

bbA
A/~Z Z
FIGURE 1.

'plural'

s
Sz
st~~
a
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Here pointedarrowsrepresentthe pathsof the first-orderspreadof activation
(Anderson),and bluntones representinhibitoryimpulses. In this example, both
the rote form bugs and the combinationof bug with the pluralmorphemelead
to the activation of the form /bAgz/.Note, however, that the allomorph/z/ also
suppresses /s/ and /lz/ in the second round of the spread of activation. In
irregularforms like feet, there is competitionfor the nucleus of the stem: althoughthe morphemesfoot and 'plural'receive some activation, the rote form
feet receives more. Because of this, the lu/ of the nucleus receives some activation, but the competing/i/ receives more and wins.
In this way, an activationmodel expresses the notion of a preferenceof rote
over combinationin the competition for the output. In the mannerof Slobin
1973, we will express such concepts as 'operatingprinciples'. The five such
principles that we will introduce here are rewordingsof similar principles in
MacWhinney1978, 1983a,b.
(A) Speakers give preference to a rote form over productionof a combinatorialform.
The next three operatingprinciples spell out the ways in which affixes are
activated;each one helps to insureproperaffix choice or placement.The process of affix-checkingcan be stated as follows:
(B) When speakers are attemptingto attach an affix, they check items
to see if they are contained in the currentlyactivatedoutputin the
correct prosodic position. If so, they are satisfied and do not attempt furtheractivations, but instead strengthencurrentones.
Figure 2 shows how affix-checkingworks in the competitionmodel.
Semantics:

hit

Morphemes:

hit

Segments:

h i t

[+past]
past'
d

d

FIGURE2.

Together, principles A-B provide solutions for the problems of ??4.1-4.3,
above. In the activation/inhibitionaccount, the /t/ of hit in Fig. 2 is specified
as word-final, which matches the specification of past tense /-t/. Although it
may be activated primarilyby hit, it also matches upwardto 'past', and this
gives it added strength to suppress /d/ and /ad/. (For furtherdiscussion, see
MacWhinney1982.)This procedureoperates on a candidatefor output, and is
blind to the underlyingassociated set of semantic markers;i.e., it works only
on segment strings,and can thereforebe deceived by stringswhich, apparently,
'alreadyend' in a morph in question. However, this process operates only on
verifying output and does not performstem extraction (cf. ?4.3).
Inter-affixinhibitionor competition is closely related to affix-checking,and
is motivated by several considerations (see MacWhinney 1983a,b). Here we
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mention only one-the need for some kind of traffic regulationwhen a morpheme has several allomorphs:
(C) The more strongly a form is activated, the more strongly it inhibits
its direct competitors.
We claim that inhibitions between lexical items are learned slowly, item by
item, throughoutdevelopment. This lexically based knowledge provides the
basic back-up to the affix-checkingrequiredby the adult system. Thus, in the
adult system, sang inhibits -ed during rote retrieval; Stemberger 1982 notes
that sanged is less frequent than singed in adult errors. If this inhibitionfails,
over-markingcan also be blocked by the affix-checker.
According to the model, over-markingscan arise in two ways: from the
retrieval of a marked form from the lexicon, followed by a failure of affixchecking, or from a failure in the inhibitionof competingforms. Suppose that
a plural, say ducks, is learnedby rote. Then, by PrincipleA, the child desiring
to refer to more than one duck will activate ducks (perhapssupportedby the
concurrentactivation of duck). PrincipleA holds that, at the same time, the
pluralaffix is activated. If affix-checkingoperates successfully, as in Principle
B, the child notes that ducks already ends in a sibilant, and needs no further
marking. If affix-checking fails, the child ends up also activating /-az/, and
produces duckses. Eventually, a child who continues to produceducksby rote
will acquirea path from ducks which directly inhibitsthe plural. Such learning
leads eventually to blockage of forms like failed (cf. ?4.5).
The second possible source for duckses is failure of PrincipleC (inhibition
of competing affix allomorphs),resultingin combinatorialattachmentof both
/-s/ and /-az/ to the stem duck. Until the child learns to inhibit/-az/ when producing /-s/, there will be a period of -ses over-markings(cf. Ervin). The high
frequency of these over-markingsduringa narrowdevelopmentaltime frame
supports the need for PrincipleC.
The fourth operating principle is related to the acquisition of new lexical
items. As noted earlier, children can end up learning their own productive
formations by rote. Having producedfoot + s = foots by combination,the
child may then pick up his own error, and acquire it as a new plural-marked
lexical item. Similartypes of acquisitionhave been observed withinphonology
by Menn 1979(/do/ for ball) and Macken 1980(re-analysisof Smith 1973).The
basic principleis this:
(D) Speakers store their own new combinationsin the lexicon.
We suggest that learningof this type is responsiblefor the four-year-old'sacceptance first of eated and later of ated. For a fuller account of the ways in
which monitoring and acquisition operate to acquire lexical items, see
MacWhinney1978, Butler Platt & MacWhinney1983.
Affix over-markingis also restrictedby the principleof positionalpatterning
(MacWhinney1982), which holds that each affix is specified for a certain positional frame. For example, the suffix -ed has the frame [stem
],4 which
4 This suppression is itself variable:
Zwicky 1969 points out that variable order in clitics can

occasionally be found.
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specifies that it should be placed directly after the stem. If some other affix is
competingfor this slot, the affix will be directly inhibited.5The operatingprinciple here is as follows:
(E) The associated positionalframe is used to determinethe position and
co-occurrence privileges of each affix.
We propose that affix-checkingis initially, let us say, myopic: it looks to see
if the affix in questionis presentin the prosodicallydesignatedframeor schema,
and it pays no attention to the rest of the word. Thus the checker, finding -ly
in ugly, or -ish in fish, blocks *uglily or *fishish, yet never produces the nonexistent word /Ag/ or the impossible word /f/.
THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE AFFIX-CHECKER

6. We now consider changes in affix-checkingcapabilitiesas the child develops. Earlyor 'naive' affix-checkingis not sensitive to morphemeboundaries
in the strings it checks; it thereforeproduces stem-end haplology whenever a
suffix matches an immediatelyprecedingstringor other affix (for prefixes, the
same statement applies, mutatis mutandis).But we have seen that languages
of the world are quite capable of other responses to accidentalaffix or stem'boundaryrepetition;therefore it must be possible for a naive affix-checkerto
become more sophisticated. Let us consider what is needed to model a processor that can discriminatebetween stem-substringsand affixes, block a derivation, or tolerate affix repetition.
Take the English possessive morpheme as tolerating stem-end repetition
(poss. sg. Katz/azl, but not affix repetition(poss. pl. *cats/lz/); we ignore the
'euphony' problem of long s-final words, e.g. Dionysus's. Affix-checkingfor
the English possessive clearly can tell the difference between the segment
strings/kats/ and /kat + s/, so we must endow it with sensitivityto the presence
of morphs, i.e. of segments bearingmorphemeboundaries.The final /s/ in the
stem of Katz must not behave like the final /t/ in hit (see Fig. 2), so the stemfinal segment must be blocked from taking part in the affix-checkingand the
inter-affixinhibitionwhen the possessive is being formed. This is a morphemespecific modificationin the initial affix-checkingprocess, and must therefore
be explicitly learned.
Now consider what is necessary to account for the behaviorof English adverb-forming-ly. Suppose that one wishes to use a word based on friendly to
fill in the blank in the sentence She smiled at me

. Since no such English

adverb exists, the attempt to retrieve the needed word from the lexicon will
find nothingbut the adjective. Accordingto MacWhinney'smodel, combination
will then take over, and the speakerwill attemptto add -ly to friendly. If either
naive affix-checkingor a simple boundary-sensitiveaffix-checkingwere in use,
the output would be friendly used as an adverb, for these affix-checkingpro5 This is reminiscent of the familiar fact that, in derivational
morphology, lexical forms (e.g.
heat) pre-empt derived forms (hotness). When both types of derivative exist, as they do in the
cited case, the derived form will have a meaning that does not overlap the meaning of the lexical
form.
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cesses would be satisfied by the fact that (+)ly is present as the terminusof
the input, and incorrectly pass it to the output unchanged. In order to block
the derivation, affix-checkingfor -ly must be able to tell that the inputfriendly
is an adjective; and it must 'know' that (except in a listable set of cases) an
adjective cannot become an adverb without addingthe adverb-forming-ly. To
state the case more generally, an affix-checkercapableof blockinga derivation
must have the power to 'read' category labels on the input, and to 'know'
whether the morph in question is already there. This ability is conferred by
PrincipleE.
The subjective discomfortwhich one feels when fumblingfor an illegal 'lily
adverb' is nicely modeled by proposingthat the blocking action of categorysensitive affix-checkingoccurs because the process is in a double bind. In the
present example, it cannot pass friendly, because it is only an adjective; but
it cannot activate the adverbial-ly, because it senses that the morph/+li/ is
already present. It therefore stutters to a halt and produces no output.
Tolerance of accidental morph repetitionalso requiresa category-sensitive
affix-checker, but one with yet a little more power. For example, to produce
Swahili wa + wa + penda 'they love them', the additionof whichever wa comes
second must proceed when, and only when, the two wa morphshave different
category labels. To model this, we propose that this most sophisticatedform
of affix-checkingwill allow only a string containingthe particularmorpheme
in question to pass, and that it will do so regardlessof the phonemic shape of
the string.
Now at last let us consider the suppletioncase. If one gives an outputdevice
enough power to choose correctly amongallomorphs,that device becomes the
embodimentof a morphophonemicrule of the 'item and arrangement'type. If
one finds 'item and arrangement'models unattractive(as opposed to 'item and
process' or generative phonological treatments), even for use in a real-time
model, then the choice among allomorphsrequires processing devices of an
entirely different sort from those which are the topic of this paper.
Might one, however, argue that repetition-avoidingmorphophonemicrules
like the Spanish 'spurious se rule' are at least TRIGGERED
by an affix-checking

process? Might such rules be called upon only when some form of affix-checking has found that an affix is on the verge of being repeated?This mightwork
in some cases. But the Ngarlumaexample certainlycannot involve triggering,
since the suppletion rule applies in some cases where the accidental reduplication cannot in fact occur.
OUTPUT CONSTRAINTS AND FORMAL MORPHOLOGICALDEVICES

7. The idea of handlingat least the haplologystrategyby some kindof holistic
template-matchinghas occurred independentlyto at least three parties;to us,
to Linell, and to Stemberger.Linell writes in terms of templates; Stemberger
proposes such formulationsas 'Make X end in Z' or 'MakeX end in morpheme
Z' instead of 'Add Z'; and we initiallyhad the same idea. Indeed, our present
description of the naive initial state of the affix-checkingprocess differs from
the schema/templatesuggestions only in being explicitly embeddedin a model
of parallel activation and competition. However, the template is limited; it
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cannot evolve into anything smarter. As soon as speakers can distinguish
stringswhich are propersubpartsof stems from stringswhich are affix morphs,
and can apply haplology more or less exclusively to the latter, then the power
of an affix-checkingprocess is needed to model their behavior-because the
affixationprocess must at that point be able to sense the presence or absence
of a morphemeboundary, and behave differentlyin the two cases.
On the formal level, as on the model level, trying to capture the intuitive
flavor of 'Change it so it ends in _ ' as a descriptionof stem-end haplology
seems to be impossible; by the time one has the formaloperationwell enough
defined so that it will actually produce the same output as the speaker, one
has re-created an affixation rule. After all, the change must occur through
(possibly vacuous) addition, not by deletion-and indeed, by addition of exactly the needed segments. The plural of closet is not /klaz/! Thus templatematching, when made sufficiently explicit to be operational,is tantamountto
defining the affix.
This study incidentally provides a good example of an importantpoint of
linguistic metatheory: the potential for mismatch between simplicity of linguistic notation and what one might term 'developmental'simplicity-a strategy or rule being developmentallysimpler than another if it is the one which
a child tries on new data first. The simplest-lookingaffixationrules are those
which tack on morphemessequentiallyand analytically,statementslike 'V +
PAST =

V + /d/'. But such rules will not account for the child's observed first

strategy, viz. stem-end and affix haplology. A formal statementincorporating
haplologycorrectly can be createdby means of a conventionthat the unmarked
form of a morphophonemicspelling-outrule operatesby splittingoff any stemfinal string which could be an allomorphof the morphemein question (steminitial string, if the morphemeis a prefix), and then adjoiningthe affix only if
the split-offpiece is null. But it will be complicatedto describe any such formal
mechanism, compared to the description of a straightforwardspelling-outof
affix morphemes;thus the intuitive aesthetic sense of simplicitydoes not correctly predict what is developmentallysimplest for the child.
SPECULATIONS AT THE LEVEL OF PSYCHOLINGUISTIC EXPLANATION

8. We have described the operationsof an affixationprocess-with special
attentionto one of its features, the affix-checkingprocess; and we have argued
that a good many puzzling observations about both adult languageand child
language can be explained in terms of successively more sophisticatedmodes
of operation of this affix-checkingprocess.
This may be considered the level of psycholinguistic DESCRIPTION:
certain

linguistic and languageacquisitionpatternscan be accountedfor if we assume
that humans have some kind of affix-checkingprocess. Our satisfaction with
this accomplishmentis necessarily limited by our curiosity about the question
that immediatelyfollows: Why should we be equipped with (something like)
this particulararray of psycholinguistic machinery?Is a psycholinguisticEXPLANATION
available? Do adults really retrieve marked forms from the lexicon,

in preference to creating them by rule?
Perceptualprocessing offers one interestingand independentmotivationfor
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avoidingaccidentalreduplication,which shouldbe valid even if the retrievalof
affixedforms from the lexicon turnsout to be rarein adults. Since the affixation
process is a productiondevice, psycholinguisticexplanationsof its structure
which refer to perceptual facts require at least one of two assumptions: (1)
perceptioninfluencesthe operationof productiondevices because at least some
of the monitoringof productionis carried on throughperception devices; or
(2) productiondevices have evolved to be compatiblewith perceptiondevices,
and in particularare designed to produce stringsthat are not confusing to the
latter. Neither assumptioncan be maintainedin a very strong form; but both
are plausible as 'design principles' which can be implementedif the cost of
doing so is not too great for the productionsystem.
We suggest that decoding 'grammatical'morphemeswithinthe phonological
word is carried out by a parallel array of morph-detectors.These detectors
searchonly a specified domainof the incomingword;this enables them to work
faster, but requiresthatthe morphsoccupy fixed slots in the phonologicalword.
This arrangementis optimalfor fast signalprocessing, but it handles stringsof
adjacentidentical inputs very poorly. Because of this, ambimorphemicmerger
would represent an effective adaptationto the demands of such a perceptual
system: both morpheme detectors may be activated by the single incoming
ambiguousmorph. In monitoringone's own outputthrougha perceptualchannel, the same would be true.
Finally, a conclusion on a cautious note. This paperhas set out to deal with
morphologicalduplication;but stem-internalhaplology, a traditionalarea of
interest (cf. Grammont)may have a somewhat similarexplanation,though it
cannot involve affix-checkingper se. The same is true of any morpheme-internal haplology or dissimilation.
A psycholinguisticexplanationthat will unify all cases of repetition avoidance thus still lies in the future. Nevertheless, as Dressier 1982 has said, the
goal of 'naturalmorphology'is to get rid of the word 'natural'-in other words,
to replace descriptionsof morphologicaltendencies by psycholinguisticexplanations of why such tendencies should exist. This paperattemptsto begin the
journey toward that goal with respect to the repeated morphconstraint.
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